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Chapter Director 

Susan Berry 

Wow how quickly the month goes by when you are too busy. Spent a week at 
Americade in Lake George NY, then went to Laconia NH, then some family time last 
week in Northern VA and now back to PA to see my sister and her grandchildren; geez 
can anyone tell me what day it is?  

A few of us went to Chapter B1’s Scavenger Hunt, took home some baked goodies, 
then we did the Crusty Run, met some new folks and I think everyone had a great time, 
it was a little warm but not too warm. Thanks to Randi for mapping out the trip, it was 
fun, every hour I found myself thinking what town are we in now, even saw some that I 
never thought I would see; lunch was great, good waitress and the cook took some 
drone shots of the group. We had a couple of “C” turns but hey it’s not a ride unless 
you make a few extra turns.  

Lots of stuff going on over the summer; hope everyone looks at the calendar and can 
go on some rides with the Chapter. A few dates to put on your calendars, Fall Sprawl is 
schedule for Saturday, September 9th so come on out on Friday and camp with us and 
then stay over and party with us on Saturday evening, it’s really a good time. The 
Christmas party will be on Saturday, December 9th at Charles Brown Park, it will be pot 
luck so everyone start thinking about what you would like to bring.  

As some of you already know we had a flat tire on our trailer going up to Americade 
and Dave Miller and Calvin Hunt fixed it so quickly I think they may have part time jobs 
with a NASCAR driver somewhere, so a big thank you to them! 328668 

Hope to “C” some of you on the ice cream rides and other events that the chapter has 
scheduled.  
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Assistant Chapter Director 

John and Lynn Floyd 

June was quite the busy month for VAC! Chapter Director Susan Berry was out of town 
for much of the month, traveling to Americade and the Laconia Bike Rally. So, you 
know the saying, “When the cat’s away, the mice will play.” Well, we did!  

Eight of us rode down to Kitty Hawk for lunch at Hurricane Mo’s. The following day, six 
VAC members took part in the Virginia Ride for Kids to benefit the Pediatric Brain 
Tumor Foundation. This year’s event was held at the Richmond Motor Speedway and 
the motorcycles got to take a couple of laps around the track! Debbi Morris and Dave 
Huey escorted some of the VIP kids and family members. It was a very moving and 
inspirational event and we hope to do it again next year.  

Our Moonlight Ride was once again a huge success! We had 3 visitors along for the 
ride, enjoying dinner at the Virginia Diner, then riding the ferry by the light of the 
moon. Fran saw it first as it crested the horizon over the water. We had four members 
ride to New Quarter Park in Williamsburg for VA-O’s Casino picnic. We had great time 
and the food was tasty as usual!  

Six of attended VA-B1’s Scavenger Hunt in Tappahannock. We enjoyed some new 
games, BBQ, and catching up with friends.  

We FINALLY got our Crusty’s Crab Crawl Ride completed! Both dates planned for last 
year were rainouts so we’re glad we got it in this time. We had 4 visitors along as we 
enjoyed the day visiting different cities/towns that spelled out C-R-U-S-T-Y. Look for 
pictures in this newsletter.  

Throw in a couple of ice cream rides (with 2 guests) and you can see that we had some 
fun during June. Of course, June was “Bring-a-Friend” months sponsored by our 
Chapter Couple so we’re excited to see who wins the gas cards at our next gathering!  

On that note, our next gathering will be Sunday, July 9th at Angelo’s. We eat at 4 p.m. 
and gather at 5 p.m.  

Until next time…                                                                                                          Back to Top  
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Motorcycle Safety 

Dave Green, Chapter Educator 

As we prepare for our upcoming Highlands Tour the first 
weekend in August, it brings back some memories of that same ride last year. That 
weekend was EXTREMELY HOT and we were forced to make more stops to cool off and 
re-hydrate.  

We all know that the climate in the Hampton Roads area affords us good riding 
weather for most of the year. But during the summer, that can come with a price. Most 
often, our summer months are hot and humid, even in the mountains as we found out 
last year.  

We always plan fuel stops on our distance trips, but in the heat, additional stops might 
become necessary to allow riders to cool off and remain hydrated. If there’s no gas 
station or convenience store in sight, look for a shady spot in a parking lot. Other 
options are churches or schools as they sometimes have awnings that you can park 
under. If a bank is closed, try their drive-thru to park and get out of the sun for a short 
time.  

Learn to recognize the symptoms of heat related distress. Your body will send you 
signals that it’s having trouble with the heat, which can include cramps, nausea, 
headaches, extreme fatigue, flushed or pale skin, dizziness, and heavy sweating. Left 
unchecked, you can develop Heat Exhaustion, which is a form of mild shock. If you’re 
feeling these symptoms, it’s time to pull over, rehydrate, rest, and recover for as long 
as it takes. Don’t be in a rush to get back on the bike – sometimes a rider doesn’t want 
to inconvenience their friends by holding things up. How long do you think a trip to the 
hospital will hold up the ride? Better to take care of yourself or a fellow rider so that 
you can all enjoy the ride later.  

Drink plenty of water! Water is vital for keeping the body cool, but it also is necessary 
for digestion, for flushing toxins out of your body, and for lubricating your joints. The 
worst thing is that by the time you start feeling bad, you’re already in trouble, so it’s 
HUGELY important to stay hydrated. That means drinking plenty of water before you 
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get on the bike, and consuming 1 liter of water every hour, especially in extreme 
temperatures. Try to get water that includes electrolytes (like Smart Water) to help 
replenish vital minerals that are lost when you sweat profusely.  

As we continue to ride together as a group, we’re learning each other’s normal riding 
performance and can notice when someone seems like they’re “just off.” Watch out 
for each other and don’t be embarrassed to signal for a break if needed.  

Until next time, ride safe and we’ll “C” you on the road!  

 

 

 

 
 

Back to Top  
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Couple of the Year 

2017 

Dave and Randi Green 

Greetings from your Chapter Couple! Dave and I would like 
to thank those of you who brought a friend along during 

our “Bring-a-Friend” month in June. We had a total of 10 guests! A drawing will be held 
at our July gathering to award a gas card to one of our guests and one of our host 
members. So, thank you again for spreading the word about GWRRA and Chapter C!  

Some of our VAC members will be attending Rally in the Valley. We hope they have lot 
of fun and take advantage of some of the new training modules that GWRRA has to 
offer. We look forward to hearing all about it at our next gathering. Although Dave and 
I cannot attend this year, we did put together the Chapter Basket and the COY Basket 
for the basket raffles. The Chapter Basket theme was “Family Fun” and includes 
movies, games, a puzzle, popcorn, and candy. Our COY Basket was a “Fire Pit Basket” 
and consisted of a fire pit filled with the makings for smores, skewers, a blanket, coffee 
mugs, hot chocolate, fire starter logs, bug spray – everything you need for a cozy night 
around the fire!  

Don’t forget! The Chapter Couples from around the District are raffling off a gift card 
tree. As of right now, the value is over $1,000! With $1,000 worth of gift cards, we’re 
sure there’s something in there that you could use! We’ll have tickets at our next 
gathering so if you’d like some, please see one of us. Tickets are only $1 each.  

That’s about it for now – we’ll “C” you around!  

 

 

 

Back to Top  
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Kathy and I have been getting use to the roads on the bikes more. Typically, our son, 

Jonathan rides more than us and like me, had work near home to finish while Kathy 

decided to take a small vacation. Packing up her new 1800 Goldwing, she rode to the 

Tennessee District Rally in Pigeon Forge with VA-K chapter couple on another bike in 

company of many V-X members 4-wheeling in hopes of avoiding the forecasted rain. 

Fortunately for all, the rain fell mostly at night. They had a great time and especially 

enjoyed the talent show. Leaving early to beat the rain back, made for a shorter time in 

Tennessee but no less the fun. I believe most of the rain they rode in was when they 

were most of the way back. Kathy got an added dose while washing her bike after 

getting home. But safety first and they avoided the severe weather that hit some of 

the areas.   

Back in Bedford, Jonathan, and Chapter V participants were getting ready for VA-V 

monthly gathering. As with all chapters, the time comes for chapter directors to get 

the recognition for their work and efforts of the past and pass the torch to another 

volunteer. Keith Chrisman had spent time as Chapter Director some years ago and 

volunteered again, (recycled as he says) when the opportunity occurred. Working with 

Jonathan as his Educator and then ACD, they developed a good relationship for 

operating the chapter. After almost 2 years, obligations and family demanded more 

time than Keith felt comfortable with so it was decided to turn the Chapter over to 

Jonathan. He had conducted several gatherings and working on getting things for the 

Chapter ‘Chicken Pickn’ event. Our District Directors John and Kathy Skinner made 

plans to stop by and swear in Jonathan as the new Chapter Director and present the 

ever coveted ‘former’ patch to Keith and say, ‘well done’. Keith was known for having 

stories about so many of his rides and rally experiences, Jonathan will have some 
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catching up to do. With fast approaching 60,000 miles of motorcycling, he’ll have some 

stories of his own to relate. 

 

As for the month of May being Motorcycle Awareness Safety month, I’ve found that 

many businesses that employ drivers like myself (working for NAPA Auto parts as 

delivery truck driver), have safety meetings that discuss driving issues which make for a 

grand opportunity to share our motorcycle awareness literature with drivers to watch 

for motorcycles. Even a business that just has staff meetings could be another venue to 

spread the word. Any time that a group of people get together is another chance to 

make the roads safer. Y’all be careful and ride safe. 

 
Back to Top   
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RIDER EDUCATION 
 
Oh Wow!!!!  The Tennessee District got our Rally Season off to a GREAT start!  There 

was so much to see and do during the Tennessee Spring Fling.  Besides a large number 

of both indoor and outdoor vendors, there were some terrific rides.  Sure, the weather 

in April can be a little difficult to predict, but if a ride should happen to get delayed 

there were some fantastic training opportunities offered.  Dennis Greer, Tennessee 

MEPC, offered the Couple of the Year Seminar to help unravel some of the myths 

about this very important program.  Alvin Nelson, Tennessee DE, had a Co-Rider 

Seminar available to the conventioneers so that the co-riders could maintain or 

advance in their Rider Education Levels Program.  Mike Burkitt, Tennessee MAPO, had 

a Motorist Awareness Seminar so that anyone who wished to advance in their Rider 

Education Level could.  Besides, it is always helpful, at the beginning of riding season, 

to be reminded of the challenges of being seen by a motorist and that knowledge helps 

to ensure that we are safe in our travels.  OH MY.... What was that.... Friends for Fun, 

Safety, and KNOWLEDGE. 

Max Thomas, Tennessee District Trainer, had two of the new training modules 

conducted.  Rick Broadway from Kentucky conducted the new GWRRA Module – 

Dangerous Epidemic which is addressing distracted driving.  Rick’s presentation and 

the class participation discovered that there are many types of “distractions” facing 

both a motorcyclist and a motorist.  Some of those distractions go way beyond texting 

or talking on a cell phone and are pretty much taken for granted in our everyday 

commute.  Brenda Perkinson, Region “N” MAPO, conducted the new GWRRA Module – 
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Say What?  The class participants discovered during this module that what is NOT 

being said can drown out what is being said. 

Could there possibly be a Rally or Convention without games?  Alvin Nelson along with 

Roger and Marie Crowe offered a variety of games at the Rider Ed booth.  At the Rider 

Ed booth, a member could check on their RE Levels and update their Rider Education 

data. 

Just across the aisle way, Max Thomas had a booth set up offering the FIRST ever, 

within Region “N”, games and activities promoting the Tennessee and Region “N” 

University.  If you had a chance to play either of the games, Hook a Duck or Score for 

Training you may have found them fun as well as interesting.  I would be terribly 

remiss if I didn’t mention that those two games came from Beverly Rambo’s 

imagination.  I also want to acknowledge all of the Tennessee Training Faculty for 

providing the thirty (30) door prizes that were awarded, ten (10) each day. 

Now to be fair, training during the month of April wasn’t limited to just the Tennessee 

Spring Fling.  Training was conducted in both Kentucky and Virginia.  Lorrie Thomas and 

Susan Huttman, both University Instructor-Trainers, conducted an ITCP in 

Murfreesboro, Tennessee April 1st. 

I am pleased to share that all our University Trainers and University Instructors are 

doing an excellent job of submitting their class rosters (GWU Form U.3) to the District 

Trainers. I do want to encourage you.... PLEASE, use the most current form.  Those 

forms are available in two places.  The first, and most preferred is on the Resources tab 

at the gwrratraining.com website.  The second is at the bottom of the Seminar 

Presenter tab at the Rider Education section on thegwrra.org website.  The U3 Seminar 

Attendance Sheet on the Seminar Presenter tab has been updated but not yet 

published on the page.  The most current version is on the GWRRA University website. 

Beverly and I are really looking forward to experiencing the fun and activities being 

planned in Virginia and West Virginia during July.  We haven’t forgotten about 

Kentucky or North Carolina, but I can only take so much anticipation at a time.... 

without medication.   
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National News 
Where Do You Think Our Chapter Directors Come From? 

If you said from our GWRRA Chapter Members, you are right. I’m sure you  
all are aware they are all volunteers. They, like us, come from all walks of  
life -factory workers, salesmen, homemakers, clerks, managers, office  
workers, and the list goes on and on, but we all have one thing in common - 
we all love to ride motorcycles. 
 
They, like us, joined GWRRA for one of many reasons, which we all did. I would be 
willing to bet none of them joined because they wanted to be a  
Chapter Director. No, it would be a safe bet that it was the furthest thing  
from their mind. But, after being a part of their Chapter, like me, they felt  
they needed to give back for all they received from their GWRRA Chapter.  
They stepped up and said yes, they would serve. 
 
I have said it many times and I will continue to say that the most fun I had  
as a Director in GWRRA was when I was a Chapter Director. That is not to  
say I’m not having fun now, because if I weren’t having fun I would have  
stepped down a long time ago. Any time someone takes on a leadership  
position in any organization, they take on certain responsibilities, some  
good, some not so good, and some just because. The one thing they all  
share when they start is deciding the best direction for the Chapter. I don’t know one 
person that has stepped up as the Chapter Director with the intent to destroy the 
Chapter, but I have seen Chapters fail in part because of  
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the Chapter Director and in part because of the Members not supporting  
the new Chapter Director. 
 
We all need to remember why we joined GWRRA, and for the most part it  
was to have fun with other motorcyclists and maybe learn something along  
the way. Sometimes we need to be a little more understanding and supportive of our 
volunteer leaders, like that new Chapter Director who is trying so hard to do the right 
thing for the Chapter, and not be so critical and negative. Remember the old saying, 
“walk a mile in my shoes.”  We are all humans and we are all going to make mistakes. 
None of us are going to do the same task the same way, but we are all hoping for the 
best results that will help our Chapters prosper. 
 
So please remember that your Chapter Director was a Member first, was a  
friend, and shared the same love each of us has, and that’s riding a motorcycle. Each of 
us as GWRRA Members should be supportive and willing to help that Chapter Director 
succeed; because when they succeed the Chapter will succeed, and be willing to help 
them through the growing pains. An old friend of mine says, “If you want to experience 
an awesome GWRRA  
Membership, participate, participate, and participate.” That might mean stepping up 
to help with a hand, or your talent, or some time, or maybe some positive feedback or 
opinion. 
 
Where do you think our Chapter Directors come from? I can tell you; it’s Members like 
you.  
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July Birthdays  July Wedding Anniversaries July GWRRA Anniversaries 

 Mel Brooks 7th 
Daniel Knight 22nd 
Staci Knight 24th 
Daniel Jones 23rd 
Ellen Simmons 25th 
Frances Johnston 31st 

 
 
Daniel and Rebecca Pitts 10th 

Daniel and Sally Jones 23rd 
 

Frank Cedeno 2 yrs 
Fran Cedeno 2 yrs 

 

Congratulate these people when you see them.   
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Chapter Director 
Susan Berry 757-810-8915 

govtbkrldy@verizon.net 
 

 
Ride Coordinator 

Brent Cook 757-681-2086 
sdr650s@yahoo.com 

 
 

Asst. Chapter Director 
John and Lynn Floyd 

crayonjohnfloyd@gmail.com 
 

Social Coordinator 
Open 

Chapter Educator 
Dave Green 757-846-8388 

davenrand@cox.net 
 

Charity/Community Relations 
Melinda Cook 

sdr650s@yahoo.com 

Treasurer 
Rebecca J. Pitts 757-869-9616 

Snoekster1@hotmail.com 

Web Master/E-Mail Coordinator 
Jackie Wall 757-766-3391 
walljackie@hotmail.com 

 
Membership Enhancement Coordinator 

Kevin Kimmel 757-279-0885 
kevinkrc59@yahoo.com 

 

Newsletter Editor 
Daniel Pitts 757-869-3073 
DPitts0849@hotmail.com 

Assistant Membership Enhancement 
Coordinator 

Eileen Kimmel 757-279-0885 
 

Activities & Fun Coordinator 
Sandy Renner 757-867-6940 

bsrnr@verizon.net 
Jackie Wall 757-766-3391 
walljackie@hotmail.com 

 
Chapter Couple of the Year 

Dave and Randi Green 
davenrand@cox.net 

 

Motorcycle Awareness Coordinator 
Open 
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Follow this link to see our 

online calendar! 
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Chapter Location Meeting 

VA – A Northern Virginia 2nd Wednesday – 7:30-pm 

VA – B1 Tappahannock 3rd Sunday– 3 pm 

VA – C Newport News  2nd Sunday – 7pm  

VA – D Richmond 4th Wednesday – 7pm 

VA – E Fredericksburg 3rd Wednesday – 7:30pm 

VA – F Winchester 4th Sunday – 9am 

VA – H Abington 2nd Tuesday – 7pm 

VA – I Manassas 2nd Sunday – 9:30am 

VA – J South Boston 2nd Monday – 7:30pm 

VA – K Roanoke 2nd Monday – 7pm 

VA – L Chesapeake 4th Tuesday – 6pm 

VA – O Williamsburg 4th Sunday – 5pm 

VA – R Harrisonburg 1st Sunday – 3pm 

VA – V Bedford 3rd Sunday – 3pm 

VA – W Chester 2nd Tuesday – 7pm 

VA – X Salem 1st Saturday – 3pm 
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